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Western governments dossier on the COVID-19 contagion lays out case against China bat virus program
(h ps://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/coronavirus/bombshell-dossier-lays-out-case-against-chinese-bat-virus-program/newsstory/55add857058731c9c71c0e96ad17da60), by Sharri Markson.
China deliberately suppressed or destroyed evidence of the coronavirus outbreak in an “assault on international transparency’’ that
cost tens of thousands of lives, according to a dossier prepared by concerned Western governments on the COVID-19 contagion.
The 15-page research document, obtained by The Saturday Telegraph, lays the foundation for the case of negligence being mounted
against China.
It states that to the “endangerment of other countries” the Chinese government covered-up news of the virus by silencing or
“disappearing” doctors who spoke out, destroying evidence of it in laboratories and refusing to provide live samples to international
scientists who were working on a vaccine.
It can also be revealed the Australian government trained and funded a team of Chinese scientists who belong to a laboratory which
went on to genetically modify deadly coronaviruses that could be transmi ed from bats to humans and had no cure, and is not the
subject of a probe into the origins of COVID-19. …
Its major themes include the “deadly denial of human-to-human transmission”, the silencing or “disappearing” of doctors and
scientists who spoke out, the destruction of evidence of the virus from genomic studies laboratories, and “bleaching of wildlife market
stalls”, along with the refusal to provide live virus samples to international scientists working on a vaccine.
Key ﬁgures of the Wuhan Institute of Virology team, who feature in the government dossier, were either trained or employed in the
CSIRO’s Australian Animal Health Laboratory where they conducted foundational research on deadly pathogens in live bats,
including SARS, as part of an ongoing partnership between the CSIRO and the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
This partnership continues to this day, according to the website of the Wuhan Institute of Virology, despite concerns the research is too
risky. …
She suspects:
In Wuhan, in China’s Hubei province, not far from the now infamous Wuhan wet market, Dr Shi and her team work in high-protective
gear in level-three and level-four bio-containment laboratories studying deadly bat-derived coronaviruses.
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At least one of the estimated 50 virus samples Dr Shi has in her laboratory is a 96 per cent genetic match to COVID-19. When Dr Shi
heard the news about the outbreak of a new pneumonia-like virus, she spoke about the sleepless nights she suﬀered worrying whether
it was her lab that was responsible for the outbreak.
Yet, given the extent of the People’s Republic of China’s lies, obfuscations and angry refusal to allow any investigation into the origin
of the outbreak, her laboratory is now being closely looked at by international intelligence agencies. …
Dr Shi, the director of the Centre for Emerging Infectious Diseases at the Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Wuhan Institute of Virology,
spent time in Australia as a visiting scientist for three months from February 22 to May 21, 2006, where she worked at the CSIRO’s toplevel Australian Animal Health Laboratory, which has recently been renamed. …
An accident waiting to happen:
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There have also been serious concerns about a lack of adequate safety practices at the Wuhan Institute of Virology when dealing with
deadly viruses.
A ‘‘Sensitive but Unclassiﬁed’’ cable, dated January 19, 2018, obtained by The Washington Post, revealed that US embassy scientists
and diplomats in Beijing visited the laboratory and sent warnings back to Washington about inadequate safety practices and
management weaknesses as it conducted research on coronaviruses from bats.
“During interactions with scientists at the WIV laboratory, they noted the new lab has a serious shortage of appropriately trained
technicians and investigators needed to safely operate this high-containment laboratory,” the cable stated.’
Lots more detail at the link.
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